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Tour guide Holly Shira shows high school students Julie Brunner 
(middle) and Michelle Leebans (right) around WSU. (Photo by Terri 
Poehls) 
WSU Academic Preview Day 
draws 200 prospective students 
by Kim Skorlinski 
Slightly over 200 prospective 
students and their parents 
attended Winona State's 
"Academic Preview Day" on 
February 11. 
The "day on campus" was 
designed to offer high school 
students first-hand knowledge of 
WSU's academic programs, 
facilities, resources and faculty. 
"It went very well," said James 
Mootz, director of Admissions. By 
the end of January, about 500 
students and parents indicated 
they would attend, but that 
number was reduced said Mootz, 
partly because "the weather didn't  
totally cooperate." Despite the cold 
weather, students interested in 
WSU came all the way from 
Michigan, Green Bay, and Chicago. 
The day began with registration 
and breakfast at 8:45 a.m. in the 
Performing Arts Center. This was 
followed by an introduction to 
Winona State by President Robert 
Hanson. 
From here, over forty programs 
from all four academic areas —
Business/Industry; Natural and 
Applied Sciences; Education, Arts, 
Humanities; Social Sciences —
were available by the various 
departments. These were arranged 
in such a way that each prospective 
student could attend three or four. 
Mootz said the programs were 
held for interested students "to 
learn about Winona State, and 
their majors." 
If a student did not have a major 
in mind, he or she could attend an 
English session at 10 a.m., 
chemistry at 11 a.m. and perhaps 
nursing at noon, said the director. 
Those students who had a major 
"picked out" could concentrate on 
programs held in that particular 
department for the entire morning. 
The afternoon schedule included 
sessions of on financial aids, 
housing and admissions, followed 
by campus tours, • classroom 
visitations and faculty advising. 
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,NIC a 'sinking ship' 
Future of athletic conference up in air 
by Ross Evavold 
Ed. Note: This is the second of a 
two-part series. 
With Mankato State and St. 
Cloud State thinking of jumping 
off, and Michigan Tech having done 
so last year, the Northern 
Intercollegiate Conference seems 
to have become somewhat of a 
sinking ship. 
How fast is it sinking? Affected 
Casino Night 
date set 
by Troy Dokken 
The date set for Casino Night, 
March 21, is fast approaching. The 
festivities will take place in the 
East Cafeteria from 8-12 p.m. 
According to Joan Fetchko and 
Kris Welsh, two organizers of the 
event, there will be an admission 
charge of $3 which includes all the 
beer you can drink. The $3 is also 
used to cover the cost of insurance. 
Casino Night is sponsored by 
Morey/Conway and the IRHC 
(Inter-Resident Hall council). 
Fetchko and Welsh said the 
seventh annual Casino Night, 
which has averaged 800 in 
attendance in recent years, will 
have many activities to select 
from: a chorus line, Black Jack, 
roulette, and craps. 
There is currently a poster 
contest in progress for promoting 
the event. Entries should be 
turned in at the Morey-Shephered 
office by 10 p.m. February 20. A 
$10 reward will be awarded to the 
winner of the poster contest.  
personnel at Winona State 
expressed resentment at the 
proposed moves, and some feel 
that if these two schools complete 
the switch, more schools might 
follow. 
"Losing both of them would 
hurt," said WSU baseball coach 
Gary Grob, "because they are more 
natural rivals for us than anyone 
else." 
Not only are Mankato and St. 
Cloud the closest to Winona on top 
of the baseball standings, but 
geographically as well. Noted 
basketball coach Jerry Nauman, 
"It would take the heart right out 
of the league." 
Losing 	its 	two 	nearest 
conference schools appears to be 
the main concern to those at 
Winona State, including Athletic 
Director Dwight Marston. St. 
Cloud is probably the most 
centrally located of all NIC 
members. It is only 190 miles from 
Winona, according to the athletic 
department figures, while 
Mankato is just a 135-mile trip. 
Considering the distance to the 
other six schools in the NIC —
Southwest and UM-Duluth (250 
miles), UM-Morris (295), Bemidji 
(350), Moorhead (380) and Northern 
(440) — no other school travels as 
far for its conference contests as 
Winona State. 
"Financially, 	it 	(traveling 
distance) would be more difficult," 
commented Dr. Dave Rislove, a 
professor in the Chemistry 
Department and executive 
secretary of the NIC. 
"I don't want to see Winona 
leave," Rislove said. "I think that 
the NIC is the only place for 
David Rislove 
Winona State, but the question 
may be, can we afford it?" 
Feelings are mixed as to 
whether Winona should opt for 
another conference closer to home. 
"In baseball, our conference would 
stack up very well with any other 
in the Upper Midwest," declared 
Grob. "If those two schools left, it 
would open the door to us, since we 
have been the three winningest 
teams in the league. But I enjoy the 
competition." 
Competitive reasons prompted 
Nauman to be in favor of a switch. 
"Speaking strictly from a 
basketball point-of-view," he said, 
"I would rather see us go into the 
Minnesota Intercollegiate Athletic 
Conference (MIAC). Travel is . 
closer, and we have beaten three of 
the four MIAC schools we've 
played this season (St. Mary's, St. 
Olaf and Macalester)." 
Rislove, who was worried that 
Duluth might be the next school to 
quite the NIC, said there is no 
place for Winona to go. "If we were 
forced out financially," he  
reasoned, "we could talk about 
getting into the MIAC, but I don't 
think they would let us in because 
they are all private schools. That is 
one reason why Duluth left the 
MIAC in 1975." 
"We could make an application 
to the Wisconsin State University 
Conference," continued Rislove, 
"but competition-wise, they are 
tougher than Winona State and I 
don't think they would let us in 
either." 
Mankato State is currently 
awaiting approval from the North 
Central Conference, which includes 
schools in South Dakota, Iowa, 
Nebraska and Colorado. St. Cloud 
is still exploring the situation. 
The 	reason 	for 	their 
dissatisfaction with the NIC is the 
limit the league has put on athletic 
scholarships. Starting next fall, a 
conference school can give no more 
than 33 full . scholarships. Both 
Mankato and St. Cloud raise 
enough money to hand out more 
than 33, but Winona State comes 
nowhere close to using the amount 
allowed. 
The total amount of money that 
was given this year at WSU 
through grants and aids to male 
athletes amounted to $8,200 or just 
over 10.5 full tuition and fee 
payments — more than 20 below 
the conference limit. The money  
was distributed to 27 male 
athletes, according to Marston, but 
none were given a full scholarship. 
Is there a future for the MC? 
"It would definitely hurt our 
conference if we lose these 
schools," Marston said, "because I 
think they have helped to make 
this a strong conference." 
"We survived as six teams for 
many years," Rislove said. "In fact, 
we had five for many, many years." 
The NIC will be 50 years old in 
1982, but how many teams will be 
celebrating that anniversary is 
another question. 
Dwight Marston 
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The annual bug is back. Many students are currently preparing for their spring break trips. (Photo by Brad 
Burch) 
don't forget me when school starts really get any rest. I'm just going 
again in the spring." 
	
to go to bed, forget everything and 
sleep for two weeks. That ought to 
fill the gap." 
Phil Branneck said, "My mom 
wants me to help her with the 
spring cleaning, but I hope I don't 
have to do more than wash a couple 
of windows. Just don't tell my 
mom, or she'll have me working 
harder at home than I do here," he 
laughed. 
Travel, more work, less work, no 
work, visiting. All these things and 
more are ideas people have to 
make the most of the spring break. 
Almost everyone has some thought 
about that interminable gap 
between finals and the beginning 
of the new quarter. 
Speaking of gaps, remember 
that soft, warm fuzzy blanket? Lee 
Christopherson intends to be 
under it for two weeks. "I'm always 
so busy. I have to work nights, I 
rush around at school, and I never 
What you 
should know 
about diamonds: 
LOVE RLY 
Cutting 
A perfectly cut diamond 
will reflect all the light 
upwards for maximum 
brilliance.  
Every ArtCarved dia-
mond is precision cut for 
brilliance, whether its 
shape is round, oval, 
pear or marquise. 
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CORNER 3RD & MAIN DOWNTOWN WINONA 
• 
/THE VICTORLIfl EMPORIUM 
A shop for quilters and needle-artists...cotton 
fabric, hoops, batting, DMC floss, Aida cloth, charts 
and books... 
Class: Padded Picture Frame, 2 sessions...Feb. 24 
& March 10 at 1:00 or Feb. 25 & Mar. 11 at 7:00. 
121 W.3 454-1897 
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From slopes to beaches  
Visions a symptom of spring break b ug 
by Angel Griesel 	 we get there!" He grinned at the 
though of the party, but grimaced 
That annual bug is back, flitting at the thought of eight guys 
across the campus and affecting crammed into the tiny auto. 
many students in some mighty "We've been talking about this 
strange ways. since December," added Pakine. 
"Somehow, the Toyota seemed 
Seated at a small table in the bigger then." 
Smog, eight young men practice 
being crammed into a Toyota, and 
	
But not everyone wants the 
envision a parade of bikini-clad sunny beach. "The ski slopes back 
co-eds playing a specialized version home are my goal," said Brad 
of "beach blanket bingo." 
	
Johnson, a physical education 
major from Colorado. "I just can't 
At another table, someone wait to feel that special tingle of 
mentions a different type of excitement I get from skiing. I 
blanket: one of intense blue-white thought I'd get some skiing in here, 
flakes, glistening in the stark but with no snow when I had time 
winter sun, covering endless miles and no time when there was snow, 
of gently rolling hills. I didn't get to go at all." 
Still, somewhere else, the image 	Another student, Jill Podoll, 
of a blanket-soft, warm and fuzzy, intends to visit Las Vegas. "I'm 
fills the gap between writing going for three days with my 
assignments and dinner plans, a family," said the mass comm. 
gap too often overlooked during major. "It's not too long, I know, 
the hectic schedule of work, school, but it will be enough to get me 
and survival. ready to come back in March for 
the new quarter." 
What 	is 	this 	mysterious 
affliction. A diagnosis of the 	Visiting friends and families are 
dreaded "cover-up syndrome?" A the intentions of many students. 
chronic case of "Blanket-itis?" No, Mantan, North Dakota is where 
not quite. It happens to be the end Sharon Steinhoff plans - to be for a 
of winter quarter, the onslaught of very long weekend. "My boyfriend 
spring, and the much needed and I are going up there to visit 
diversion to rid the system of the relatives," she said. Were there 
winter blahs. It's spring break, and visions of a mountain cabin, a 
time for making plans. blazing fireplace, and a bearskin 
rug on the hearth in her smiling 
Just as there are more than two eyes? Ah, romance. 
thousand WSU students, so there 
are more than two thousand ideas 	With all this talk of "getting 
of how to spend that precious time away from it all" it seems a little 
immediately following finals. 	ironic that some can hardly wait to 
just stay in Winona. But, it looks 
Travel agent Wendy Wilcox that way. John Jaszewski, working 
reported that many students are part-time at KWNO, is looking 
taking advantage of the special air forward to a few extra hours at the 
fares offered by Republic and radio station. Bob Baer, industrial 
Western Airlines, with Florida education major, has asked for 
being the number one choice of more time at the service station 
vacation spots right now. "Almost where he is employed. "I need the 
all 'special package flights' are money," he said. "You know how it 
booked solid," she said. goes: inflation." 
Some students decided to share 	Some students intend to help 
driving duties in order to get away spouses and parents with 
and have a good time — household duties and refresh their 
inexpensively. But not necessarily family life. "I'm gone so much," 
in as comfortable a way as flying. said Lynn Hope, "that sometimes I 
"We are going to Tampa in a feel like a stranger in my own 
Toyota," claims Rod Pakine. "Just house. I am going to spend every 
to save gas money. All of us in that waking minute with my son and 
little Toyota, so we can party when husband, just to insure that they 
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JEWELERS 	SINCE 1882 
77 Plaza East 
Downtown Winona 
Flutes and Synthesizers! 
All albums featuring 
The classical flutes of Jean-Pierre Rampal & James Galway, 
the keyboard compositions of Claude Bolling & the exciting 
synthesizer works of lsao Tomita are ON SALE NOW at 
Wings of Music for 
$1.00 off each album 
Sale ends Feb. 21 — Bring this ad in with you 
Remember: Wings of Music can special order any classical 
albums you may wish. Most albums we can get in 1-3 days and 
all albums will sell at our normal low prices. 
WINGS OF MUSIC 
73 W. Mark (Corner/Main & Mark) 
Your Music - At Winona's Best Prices 
(P.S. - We'll match or beat any stores advertised sale prices, too!) 
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SCHOOL 
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UP TO $ 1 50 
Also buying: War Nickels, Foreign Coins, Paper Money, Proof Sets, 1965-1970 Halves, Indian 
Head Cents, 1-0z. Bar, Franklin Mint Coins, Pocket Watches, Watch Fobs and Chains, Charm 
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Program explores responsibilities 
before students are driven to drink 
by Gayle Froelich 
"Drink Think," an opportunity to 
explore all aspects of responsible 
drinking, will be held on February 
23, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the 
Cinema Room of the Student 
Union. Sponsored by the Student 
Counseling Center, the program 
was developed to provide answers 
to questions regarding alcohol 
use/abuse, and to give students a 
better knowledge of why they 
drink. 
The idea for an alcohol 
awareness program, which will 
emphasize awareness rather than 
temperance, was developed after 
considering several successful 
programs at other universities, and 
following reports that a significant 
amount of student emphasis is on 
drinking at WSU. "We accept the 
reality that students do drink and 
we hope to promote the concept of  
responsible 	drinking. 	I 	am 
interested in communicating the 
message, if you choose to drink, 
drink responsibly," stated Art Tye, 
WSU counselor. 
"Drink 	Think" 	will 	allow 
approximately 15 campus, 
community, and state agencies the 
opportunity to offer participants 
information regarding the social 
use of alcohol as well as the 
potential life problems caused by 
abusive drinking patterns. 
National figures for drinking on 
college campuses indicate 87-93 
percent of all college students 
drink. Tye estimates the WSU 
figure to be near the lower range, 
although he is currently reviewing 
a recent survey of campus alcohol 
use and expects to have the results 
available during "Drink Think." 
Agencies planning to participate 
in the program, which is free and 
open to the public, will be: 
Minnesota AAA, Minesota State 
Highway Patrol, Minnesota 
Citizens Concerned for Life, 
Chemical Abuse Information 
Services, Campus Coalition of 
Clubs, Winona County Sheriff's 
Department, Winona Counseling 
Care Center, Inc., Cooperative 
Campus Ministry, WSU Health 
Education Department, Women's 
Resource Center, Winona Rescue 
Squad, Winona Clinic and Winona 
Memorial Hospital. 
Free cokes will be provided by 
Coca-cola Bottling Co. and students 
will be given the opportunity to 
take one of two breath analysis 
tests, skill tests, observe impact 
movies, and talk with law 
enforcement, counseling and health 
officials. 
 
CCC offers help to clubs 
by Dan Day 
"We are suffering from an identity crisis," commented Nancy 
McCarthy, head of Winona State's Campus Coalition of Clubs (CCC). 
Set up last winter for the purpose of supplying campus 
organizations with "physical and emotional help" when it is needed, 
the CCC is now utilized by only about 12 clubs out of the near-53 that 
are in operation at WSU. 
Available from the CCC office, currently located near the Housing 
offices in the Kryszko Commons, are mailing supplies, office space for 
meetings, etc., and office supplies. A phone complete with Watts Line 
service is to be installed late in February as well. 
"Since our money comes out of the Student Activity Fund, student 
clubs and organizations at Winona State would be utilizing what they 
have paid for," added McCarthy. "This school needs a better 
interaction among clubs." Any club that is recognized as such by the 
Student Senate can use the CCC's facilities, etc. 
All campus clubs are asked to send a representative to the next CCC 
meeting, which will be held sometime early spring quarter. Read the 
Campus Shorts in the Winonan, or call the Student Senate office, 457-
2185. 
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Graduating Nurses 
What Are Your Plans for the Future? 
Abbott Northwestern Hospital/Sister Kenny 
Institute will be on campus March 20 to talk to you 
about your future. We're a full-service 838-bed 
medical center with a complete range of specialty 
areas to focus your career on. 
As a teaching hospital, we will give you the 
training and support you need to develop your 
skills. You'll start in a 4-week individualized 
orienttion program and the continuing education 
programs offered throughout the hospital will 
assure your continued growth. 
We offer excellent health, life and disability 
insurance; liberal vacations and holidays; housing 
assistance; tuition reimbursement to continue 
your nursing education; plus more. See how 
Abbott Northwestern Hospital/Sister Kenny 
Institute can fit into your plans for the future. To 
arrange an interview, see us on campus February 
9. 
 
 
If you are unable to meet with us when we're on 
campus, please call, collect (612) 874-4838, or 
write: Nurse Recruiter 
Abbott Northwestern Hospital 
Sister Kenny Institute 
2727 Chicago Ave. So. 
Minneapolis, MN 55407 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
 
Our Readers Respond 
Movie review leaves 'bad taste' 
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Opinions 
WSU, NIC in limbo 
over withdrawals (?) 
The Winona State male athletic program has been 
caught up in a bind recently, as Mankato and St. Cloud 
State Universities are looking at the possibility of moving 
out of the Northern Intercollegiate Conference — the 
conference WSU has been in since 1933. 
The Winonan's Sports Editor, Jim Kohner, has provided 
a list of how this may affect athletics at this school: 
- The withdrawal would bring the league to seven 
teams, either making for a smaller schedule, or forcing 
teams to participate in more non-conference games. 
- Mankato and St. Cloud, should they leave, will have to 
come up with money for transportation costs, since the 
league they are considering moving into (NCC) consists of 
teams in South Dakota, Iowa, Nebraska, and Colorado. It 
would be nice if Mankato could make up its mind which 
league it wants to play in, considering they just entered 
the NIC from the NCC in 1978. 
- With only seven teams left in the conference, more 
teams might start looking for a different league, or a 
team may become very dominant in the NIC. (Most likely 
Moorhead or Duluth.) 
- Both schools must give the NIC one year's notice of 
withdrawal, which doesn't give the remaining teams too 
much time to schedule non-conference games, since most 
of the scheduling is done years ahead of time. 
- If the conference does eventually break up, where will 
WSU go? We can't get into the Minnesota Intercollegiate 
Athletic Conference (MIAC), because the league consists 
soley of private schools, and is the only other Minnesota 
conference. The competition in the Wisconsin conference 
is much stronger, and Winona State would have a tough 
time. 
- Mankato and St. Cloud have more money for 
scholarships available than many other NIC schools, but 
they have never dominated a sport within the conference 
for any length of time. 
It should be noted that the women's conference that 
WSU is in (Northern Sun Conference) is not affected. 
D.D. 
Dear Editor: 
Angel Koch-Griesel's review of 
Windwalker left a bad taste in my 
mouth. She clearly did not 
understand the film (or, for that 
matter, Indian life and legends) at 
all. 
She also has a very confused idea 
of the sequence of events and 
characters in the film. First, that 
"fat, aging Crow warrior" was 
actually a Cheyenne who, 
humiliated at having lost to a 
"boy," leaves the Cheyenne to live 
with the Crows. He was killed 
during his attempt to steal the 
wife, and his Crow accomplice is 
the one who actually runs off with 
the older twin. 
Another sequence of events she 
tangled was that in the bear cave. 
After sliding into the cave, 
Windwalker is only conscious 
enough to recognize the smell of 
bear before he falls into a semi-
dream where the bear scent 
reminds him of the time when the 
older twin was attacked by a bear. 
Then he returns to consciousness 
to find that he is being attacked, 
and defends himself as best as he 
can (remember, to have lived as 
long as he had, he must have been a 
great warrior). Scene shift to his 
family, who are in worse trouble 
than before, and THEN back to 
Windwalker and the dead bear. 
The viewer is left to choose 
between believing either that 
Windwalker is still a great warrior, 
or (as Windwalker's surprise seems 
to indicate) that the Great Spirit 
has intervened again in his behalf 
— as the Spirit will do several 
more times during the film. 
Presidential 
check-off 
Dear Editor: 
This is written to request your 
support in reminding the citizens 
of Winona of their right to check 
off one dollar for presidential 
elections on their 1040 income tax 
form. Checking off a dollar does not 
increase your taxes, nor does it 
reduce any refund due you. 
For taxpayers who remember 
the campaign finance scandels of 
Watergate, the check-off choice 
should be easy. Thanks to the $1 
voluntary contributions option 
printed on all 1040 income tax 
forms, presidential elections now 
belong to the American people 
rather than to the monied special 
interests. 
One-third of Nixon's 	1972 
election campaign chest of $60.2 
million was contributed by just 153 
individuals; they gave him $20 
million. Insurance executive 
Clement Stone led the list with 
Continued on page 5 
For someone who was seemingly 
looking for "the great faith of the 
American Indian in the power of 
the Almighty Spirit," Koch-Griesel 
managed to miss it several times. 
She even missed the entire point of 
the show. Windwalker died! The 
Great Spirit (called "Grandfather" 
as a term of affectionate respect, 
"Great One" when deep respect 
and awe are felt) brought 
Windwalker back before his spirit 
— released from his body by the 
rites at the death scaffold — could 
walk the spirit way. Windwalker 
was brought back only after his 
family was in serious danger. This 
was the magical part of the film, 
lightened by Windwalker's 
comments because of his view of 
death, and yet Koch-Griesel turned 
it into a mockery. 
She also did not seem to notice 
all the mystical elements of the 
film: Windwalker's wife beckoning 
him to join her on the spirit way, 
the "ghost horse" luring the Crow 
away from the family and later 
seeking out Windwalker, as well as 
others. All elements of Indian 
legends, these are skillfully woven 
in with the accurate depictions of 
funeral rites, pre-war ceremonies, 
family life, and other customs to 
create a beautiful and moving tale 
on two levels — spiritual and 
physical. 
I cannot see how Koch-Griesel 
can justify such strong statements 
as "grossly comical errors" and 
"apparent animal cruelty." What 
apparent animal cruelty? What 
comical errors? Koch-Griesel does 
not explain. (Animal cruelty?) 
As far as the sex and violence 
were concerned (and there wasn't 
that much), what type of fantasy 
world does Koch-Griesel think the 
Indians lived in? The Crows and 
Cheyenne were bitter enemies. 
Windwalker is from the Cheyenne 
family's point of view, so naturally 
the Crows are depicted as evil. Yet, 
despite the fact that they are 
enemies, Windwalker and older 
twin offer the remaining Crow the 
chance to leave them in peace. 
Trevor Howard was quite 
convincing as the Windwalker, 
shifting easily from the 
affectionate grandfather talking 
with his grandchildren to the 
solemn medicine man healing his 
wounded son. His easy familiarity 
with the Great Spirit 
("Grandfather, that was quite a 
joke you played...") was sheer 
delight. 
Windwalker is a beautiful, heart-
warming film. Small wonder that 
several Indian groups have voted it 
one of the best depictions of Indian 
life and culture ever made. The 
reviews I have seen elsewhere, like 
in the St. Paul Pioneer, have also 
been very favorable. The movie did 
not deserve Koch-Griesel's ending 
remarks. 
Please 	inform 	whoever 
captioned the picture 
accompanying the review that the 
actor pictured was NOT "Trevor 
Howard as Windwalker" but 
actually James Remar as Smiling 
Wolf, the younger twin. 
Kathryn Sullian 
Periodicals Librarian 
Maxwell Library 
Dialogues 
with 
myself 
by Richard Esvang 
Obituary Notice: 
Student Aid — Born in the university system. Died in 
President Reagan's Lap. 
Cause of death — Forty five million dollar budget cut. 
Survived by — 60% of all middle income, American families. 
25% of the student population in the U.S. 
Now receiving student aid. Also, all American 
colleges and universities. 
Funeral services will be held in the future, at most 
unemployment lines around the country. Additional services 
will be held within President Reagan's conscience. 
The inscription on the tombstone will read as follows: "To 
all of those who strived to attain, but somehow failed in some 
one elses hands". 
Anyone wishing to send condolences, please address 
envelopes to: 
President Reagan 
c/o Bureaucrats against Higher Education 
Washington, D.C. 
Please make sure your return address is located on the 
envelope, to help ensure that an FBI personality file will be 
started or to help fill the hit list of this administration. Thank 
you. 
Present 
this coupon 
and get 2 
free plays of 
Pinball, 
Electronic 
Video 
Games or 1 
play of 
Foosball, 
Pool. 
ELECTRIC "R" CADE 
122 E. 3rd 
Expires Feb. 17 
I 
I 
452-9870 
 
. 	 ." 
Open: 
M.-Th. 2 pm - 10 pm 
Fri. 12 Noon - 10 pm 
Sat. 10 pm - 10 pm 
Sun. 1 pm - 9 pm 
_• 
il'ZO #.40 
At The All New 
Limit 1 coupon per person daily 
	 COUPON 
Jeeps, Cars, Trucks 
Available through government 
agencies, many sell for under 
$200.00. Call 602-941-8014 Ext. 
No. 3376 for your Directory on 
how to purchase. 
Pregnant? 
and afraid? 
There is a friend who cares. 
13 irthright 
452-2421 
free pregnancy tests 
free confidential help 
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More letters.. . 
`keep up good work' 
	 COUPON 	  
Free Fun1 
Winonan to 
Dear Editor: 
I've recently been confronted by 
students who have concerns about 
the Winonan's accessibility, and 
length of issues. Only through 
follow-up discussions with the 
editor and other staff members did 
I come to the realization that a lot 
of hard work and money is 
necessary to put together a good 
school newspaper. 
I've been at Winona State for 
four years now and I've seen the 
Winonan grow from a six and eight 
page issue to 16 and 20 pages. With 
those increases more quality 
newswriting came about and more 
coverage of campus events 
occurred. A lot of credit must be 
given to the ad people, who are out 
soliciting advertisements weekly 
Eddy letter 
Continued from page 4 
gifts of more than $2 million. One-
third of opponent George 
McGovern's campaign funds also 
were in the form of donations 
exceeding $1,000. 
Contrast that with the fact that, 
during the 1980 election, millions of 
Americans 	financed 	the 
Democratic 	and 	Republican 
presidential candidates last fall 
with $1 contributions voluntarily 
checked off their income tax forms. 
Your assistance in making the 
public aware of this method to 
democratize the process of funding 
presidential elections to greatly 
appreciated. 
With best wishes in continued 
success in serving the citizens of 
Winona. 
James H. Eddy .  
Winona Coordinator 
for Common Cause 
from businesses. Without the ad 
revenues, the Winonan would still 
be a six or eight page paper. 
As for accessibility, all I can say 
is that anyone not able to find the 
Winonan office, located in the 
middle of this campus, should not 
be enrolled as a college student!! 
113 Phelps is not hard to find — 
Somsen is to the east; Performing 
Arts to the south; Admissions on 
the same floor, etc. 
C'mon folks, let's give the 
Winonan a break, and more of our 
own ideas. Let's have these  
editorial pages filled; let's see 
personals in a personal column 
which is only non-existant because 
of lack of interest by the students; 
let's see organizations do a little 
more publicizing of their events. 
This is our newspaper and, without 
our support, our readership, or our 
input, it won't be ours any longer. 
To the Winonan editor and staff 
all I can say is keep up the good 
work or I'll be back! 
Dianne Smith 
WSU Student 
Association President 
Page 5 
THE WINONA FASHION ASSOCIATES AND 
PARTICIPATING WINONA MERCHANTS PRESENT: 
aq,u,ei 
SAT., FEB. 21st--12:30 p.m. 
Featuring Fashions for the 
Bride and Groom 
Style Show - Exhibits 
Cake and Coffee Served- 
SUNIVERSITY  
Kryzsko Commons-Baldwin Lounge 
FREE TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THESE PARTICIPATING MERCHANTS— 
Michael's Menswear, Dison's, Hobby Hutch, Piccadilly Ltd., Center Stage, Laehn's Hair Design 
Inc., Bridal Boutique, Moda Te Enda, Nordic Circle, Red Owl Country Store, Alf Photography, 
Winona Rental, Engrav's Carpet Corner, Rose Bowl, 'St. Clairs, and Image Copy Print, Dorothy 
Farmer® , Morgan's Jewelers, Brass Banana. 
Science fiction writer Kathy Sullivan and part of her collection of 
fanzines. (Photo by Lisa Lochen) 
Wanted: Artist 
to design and create 
silk-screens for T-Shirts. 
Royalty pay basis. 
Call (507) 346-2994 
after 12:00 p.m. 
The Winona State University Jazz I and Jazz Combo, under the 
direction of Dr. Lee A. Mendyk, will present a concert Friday at 8 p.m. 
in the Performing Arts Center. Jazz I will perform, among others, the 
Woody Herman charts "Mo Lasses" and "The First Thing I Do." The 
Jazz Combo will feature an original work by Rusty Wulff. The public is 
invited; there will be no admission charge. (Photo by Brad Burch) 
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Arts Entertainment 
SF is a way of life for WSU writer 
by Lisa Lochen 
How about jetting to L-5 for a 
little D & D? 
But, a wookiee sits anyplace he 
wants to! 
The Winona State University 
Black Cultural Awareness 
Association will observe Black 
Cultural Awareness week today 
through Saturday. 
The Ko-Thi Dance Company, a 
professional black ensemble that 
specializes in the traditional and 
contemporary African-American 
performing arts of drum, song, 
poetry and dance, will give a 
performance tonight at 8 p.m. in 
the Performing Arts Center. 
The company has been 
performing traditional West 
African dance for 10 years. Ko-Thi 
OK, science fiction fans, how 
about this one..."Science Fiction —
Dare to Dream"? This line speaks 
for itself, especially for Kathy 
Sullivan, science fiction (SF) 
enthusiast and writer. 
means "be black" in the Sherbo 
dialect of West Africa. 
Also offered during the week 
will be a "Soul Food" dinner 
beginning tomorrow at 3 p.m. in 
the Black Cultural Awareness 
Room in Kryzsko Commons. 
Two movies will be shown: 
Imitation of Life, with Lana 
Turner, Dan O'Herlihy and Robert 
Alda, at 7 p.m. Friday and The 
Man, starring James Earl Jones, 
Martin Balsam and Burgess 
Meredith, Saturday at 7 p.m. The 
movies will be shown in the 
Sullivan, Periodicals Librarian 
at Maxwell Library, Winona State 
University, has been an SF fan and 
reader since she was eight and a 
writer since she was 14. She 
wanted to prove to herself that she 
could write. "In junior high school I 
knew I was going to be a writer," 
Sullivan recalls. 
Sullivan is patiently awaiting 
more news from the publisher who 
has had her 281-page book, The 
Crystal Throne, since April, 1980. 
It has been 10 months since she 
last heard from them. 
"The longer they keep it, the 
more chance of it being accepted," 
Sullivan points out. "It means 
other editors are reading it and 
there's hope." 
It also seems that the Winona 
area is joining Sullivan in her hope 
for a published book. A local radio 
station recently broadcast an 
interview with her, and last 
summer the daily newspaper ran a 
full-page article with pictures. 
So far, three of Sullivan's short 
stories have been accepted by two 
fanzines (SF fan magazines), 
Gryffon Star and Legends of the 
Lost Weyr. Also, another of her 
stories is in print now in the 
fanzine Changeling. 
Sullivan's interest in SF started 
with reading the "Tarzan" series, 
which are considered by some fans 
as a sub-class of SF. Then one day 
her father gave her Needle by Hal 
Clement which proved to be her 
move into the collection of SF. 
After reading a story which 
Sullivan disliked, she decided to 
Cinema Room, Kryzsko Commons. 
The WSU Black Cultural 
Awareness Association is 
sponsoring all the events, which 
are free and open to the public. The 
United Campus Ministry is co-
sponsor of the movies. The WSU 
Social Cultural Activities 
Committee (SCAC) and the 
Affiliated Arts of the Upper 
Midwest are co-sponsors for the 
dance company. 
Honor Band concert 
is Saturday night 
The Winona State University 
Music Department will host its 
third annual Honor Band Friday 
and Saturday. The two-day 
intensive rehearsals will culminate 
in a concert at 7:30 p.m. Saturday in 
the Main Theatre of the Performing 
Arts Center. 
Guest conductor/clinician Dr. 
William P. Foster, chairman of the 
Music Department of Texas A & M 
University will lead the 88-member 
band which represents 26 schools in 
three states.  
write her own because, "I can do 
better than this," she says. 
Sullivan prefers to create her 
own characters and their own 
world for her original stories. In 
writing for fanzines, you can use 
someones else's world and, 
sometimes, someone else's 
characters such as Luke Skywalker 
-from Star Wars, the Star Trek 
characters, or Dr. Who, a popular 
British character sydicated on U.S. 
television. 
"One problem I have with 
writing original stories is to find -
names that aren't human. I need 
names that are almost musical," 
Sullivan explains. So, to make sure 
the names she creates aren't listed, 
she has Anglo-Saxon, Welsh and 
five baby name books. 
The main criterion Sullivan sets 
for her stories is that "the main 
character has to grow and learn a 
little." This idea gets away from 
the old myths about SF such as 
mad scientists, no plot or just poor 
writing. Today, a good part of SF 
carries messages of hope for the 
future, social expression or just 
speculation on the future, she says. 
Sullivan enthusiastically speaks 
about cons (SF conventions) 
attending as a fan and getting a  
chance to add to her collection of 
fanzines. 
"SF conventions are addictive," 
Sullivan says. "It's a completely 
different language. There aren't 
many people in one spot who know 
SF. But at these conventions, 
everyone understands SF." 
In the beginning, Sullivan 
attended all the workshops at the 
conventions. Now she says she 
goes to conventions to meet and 
hear first-hand - what pros 
(professional writers) are working 
on. 
"It's exciting," Sullivan says. 
"We get details on an SF movie or 
book before it comes out." 
Sullivan gets most of her story 
inspirations when she's not, 
"trying to work at it. It's done by 
letting my subconscious go to it," 
she says. The story she is writing 
now was all plotted out in a dread' 
she had. Now she is giving names 
to the characters and filling in 
around the main plot. 
So, to all neo-fan (new SF fan) 
enthusiasts and old fans — daring 
to dream may be your line also. But 
meanwhile...may your tribble 
always purr. 
BCA week festivities scheduled 
529 HUFF STREET 
JUST A STEP AWA Y... 
Across from WSU on Huff St. 
$1.00 Off Large Pizza 
on Tuesday Nights 
OPEN DAILY 
4:00 PM 
For Carry-Out & DeliveryCall 452-1234 
JryQ cAlaifin9 
Resumes — Employment Letters 
Composed, Typed, Printed 
by experienced professional 
Call for Appointment: 
The Mailing Room 
454-5758 
Musicals set 
by Up & Co. 
The Union Program Council will 
be sponsoring the showing of two 
films Friday evening in Somsen 
Auditorium. 
The King and I, a 1956 release 
starring Deborah Kerr and Yul 
Brynner, will be shown at 6 p.m. 
Brigadoon, a 1954 M-G-M film, 
will be screened at 9 p.m. The film 
stars Gene Kelly, Van Johnson and 
Cyd Charisse. 
The Roses of Sigma Tau Gamma 
will be selling refreshments at the 
showings. Admission to the films is 
free with WSU ID. 
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It's the IIOTIEST Frat at 
Faulk University 
good or 
Faulk U.: 
Give Your Plants 
a Classy New 
Look at 
February 18,1981 
Since I admire certain songwriters for their clear perception and 
since the name of this column is Off The Record, I've decided to give 
you something right off the record. 
The following is meant to be somewhat serious and helps to describe 
how I sometimes feel about being a mass communicator in this town. 
No doubt there are some who will be able to identify with the message 
here. Those who can't, please give it some thought. 
Time after time 
You and your kind 
Send shivers up and down my spine 
Apathy flows in the candlelight 
Heaven won't help you 
Energy might 
Tuned to your radio 
Communication's on 
Time after time 
I saw the signs 
I'd hold my breath and look away 
I don't care what the newspapers say 
I'm gonna do what I do anyway 
In this age of communication 
I'm just not getting through 
Man made radio 
Speak out 
In the time that it takes for a warning 
Right or wrong 
You'll know 
By the morning 
Can't keep losing sleep 
When the man comes asking questions 
I'll be gone 
'Cause you're better off being alone in the dark 
In this age of information 
They're not losing sleep 
Sweet dreams 
They don't care if the world falls to pieces 
They just speak for the speechless 
Can't tell wrong from right 
You know it's a mess of approximation 
In this age of information 
Bill Bruford, Dave Stewart 
CARISCH THEATRES 
LINE 4 
2ND AND MAIN 452-4172 
Starts 
Friday 
2/20 
7:30 
9:10 
LATE 
SHOW 
Fri. Sat. 
11:30 
X 
ALSO STARTS FRIDAY Neil Diamond "The Jazz Singer" 
Bo Derek "A Change in Seasons" 
Now Showing 	Wilder, Pryor "Stir Crazy" 
Thursday is College Night 
Students! Have A Nice Vacation! 
Charlies D D 
Get Mugged Every Day With A Charlies Mug 
Tuesday: Brat & Beer for a Buck 
Wetims*. Buck Nite 
Thursday: Hot Dogs 2 for 504 
ALSO: Discover "The Upstairs" 
featuring Exotic Drinks 
Personals 
Why does Lance R. sleep with frogs? Is he weird! 
Jeffy you buggy bear you. 
Di: I never knew Democrats could road trip so good. 
John W.: Who's been sleeping in your bed lately. 
Jeffery Mill: What kid of cookies do you like? Mom. 
Where was Jimmy A. last night 'til 2:30? 
Scott J.: Had any phone calls lately? 
Susan Kathleen: Why do you insist on carrying a needle? 
Tom G.: You gotta love it. 
Susan M: The world looks pretty rosie through those glasses, don't 
they? 
Max: This is to notify you that should you realize you're driving down a 
one way street again while I'm in the car that your job will be 
terminted immediately! Your employer. 
Kim Kay: Good luck as you embark upon the "real world" after winter 
quarter graduation. Please keep in touch. 
To the girls at the "Litterbox" house, thanks for the great bathrobe 
party. If the cops are still hanging around, tell them they're not 
welcome without bathrobes! 
Dee: Taken any scenic routes to New Brighton lately? 
Are there any "good" men available in Winona? If yes, respond 
through this column in the next issue. 
SEMCAC Family Planning 
Veneral Disease Clinic 
64 1/2 W. 5th St. 
Telephone 452-4307 
Confidential birth control 
and sexually transmitted 
disease service 
OFF 
U 
$700 • • • Levi • • and 
--- 
	 ••■■••• •••• 
OthkoSithg0S111 
• Oshkosh B'gosh • • • • Bibs 	• •••••••••••••••••N 
3 Colors Corduroy 
(Tan, Brown, Navy) 
• Canvas •Denim • Khaki 
12-4 Sun. 
9 - 5 Daily 
9 - 9 Mon. & Fri. 
72 PLAZA EAST 
Downtown Winona 
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Bridal Bouquet 
Winona's first semi-annual Bridal 
Bouquet will be held on February 21 
at 12:30 p.m. in the Baldwin Lounge, 
Kryzsko Commons. The event will 
feature bridal displays, a fashion 
show and refreshments. Free 
tickets are available by calling 454-
4071. 
Wednesdays for Women 
"Children With Special Needs" 
will be the February 25 topic for the 
YWCA/Women's Resource Center 
sponsored Wednesdays for Women. 
Jane Flynn, Beth O'Dea, Dr. Lyelle 
Palmer will be the guest speakers 
for the 12-1 p.m. event held at the 
Finals Week- 
The Smog will be open all night 
from 11 p.m. to 7 a.m. during finals 
week — February 24-26. Pop and 
coffee will be sold. 
Newman Coffeehouse 
Carl 	Johnson, singer, 	and 
guitarist, will entertain at the 
Newman Coffeehouse on February 
19 from 8:30-10 p.m. a discussion on 
Anorexia Nervosa will follow, 
lasting until 11 p.m. 
We specialize. 
REDKEN® We carry the Redken line of 
Hair Care Products. 
FOR MEN & WOMEN 
4 
 Westgate
54-2403 
YWCA. There is no fee and no businesswomen will discuss their 
membership required. 	 career 	experiences. 	For 
registration information contact 
Career Advancement 	Debbie Richert at 452-4440. 
The Women's Resource Center 
will be sponsoring a workshop on 	 Student Senate 
Career Advancement for Women on There are now openings on the 
March 14. The workshop will be Student Senate. Anyone interested 
held from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the can apply at the Student Senate 
Purple Room, Kryzsko Commons. Office. Elections will be held on 
March 11, at the senate meeting. 
The assessment of one's values, 
skills and interests and learning 
how to convey this information to 
employers will be discussed. In 
addition, a panel of area 
commaMmoiMIIMMINW 
Different types of hair... 
need different types 
of care. 
Junior center Eric Hepker takes a shot over Northern's Keith Hurley 
in the Warriors' 75-74 loss to the Wolves Saturday night at New 
Memorial Hall. (Photo by Brad Burch) 
Women tracksters 
triumph in opener 
February 18, 1981 
Sports 
Warriors lose three heartbreakers 
Winona State women's track 
coach Marge Moravec said she was 
'tickled to death' with her teams' 
performance in Northfield on 
Saturday. 
In their first meet of the year, 
the women tracksters easily beat 
out second place St. Thomas by a 
127.3-109.8 score in the 
quadrangular meet to take the first 
place honors. 
"It was just a super effort by the 
girls," a delighted Moravec said. "1' 
knew we were better than last 
year, but I wasn't sure by how 
much. Most of our girls are 
freshmen and this was their first 
college meet, but they didn't get 
psyched out." 
Enroute to the win, the women_ 
tracksters broke five indoor 
records. 
Julie Iverson broke the school 
record in the high jump with a leap 
of 5'2", which was good for first 
place, and she also broke the 
record in the 280-yard dash in 39.2 
seconds. 
Susie Muelken broke the school 
record in the 60-yard dash in a 
winning time of 7.4 seconds, and 
Ann Krueger rewrote the Warrior  
recordbook in the 880-yard run 
with a time of 2:29.4. 
The other new record came in 
the four-by-220-yard relay team of 
Muelken, Cheryl Sikorski, Mindy 
Lubben and Diane Scherle. 
The Warriors had a number of 
other high place finishers. 
Linda Gustafson placed first in 
the shot put with a throw of 39'4", 
and Lori Hengel was third in the 
shot with a heave of 36 feet. 
Iverson and Sikorski placed 
second and third respectively in 
the long jump. 
Lubben placed first in the 60-
yard hurdles and Muelken was 
third. Scherle and Nancy Bergman 
placed fourth and sixth 
respectively in the high jump, and 
Brenda Root was first in the 440-
yard dash. 
This Saturday, the women's 
track team will travel to LaCrosse 
to take part in the UW-LaCrosse 
Invitational. According to 
Moravec, this meet will be a real 
test for her young team, as some of 
the larger schools in Wisconsin and 
Iowa will participate in the 10-team 
invitational.  
by Ross Evavold 
"I'm disappointed that we didn't 
win, very disappointed. Not for my 
sake, but for the kids. They gave an 
effort that was deserving of a win." 
That is what Winona State men's 
basketball coach Jerry Nauman 
said last Monday night following 
his team's 78-76 loss to Southwest 
State. 
He wasn't aware of it then, but 
he would be saying the same thing 
Friday night and Saturday night. 
The Warriors put together what 
is probably their best collection of 
games last week, and have nothing 
to show for it in the standings. 
"How many times can you play 
like that and lose?" inquired 
Nauman after the loss on Monday. 
Unfortunately, the answer for the 
Warriors was three times at New 
Memorial Hall in one week, by a 
total of 11 points. 
Nauman knew it would be a 
rough week, playing the three 
leading teams in the conference. 
But no one, not even Nauman, 
could have imagined the way his 
team would lose Saturday evening 
to Northern State. 
Winona scored the first five 
points of the game, and jumped off 
to a 19-7 lead. This, mind you, was 
against the same team that had 
taken WSU to the cleaners, 101-74, 
a month ago. 
The Warriors outshot (57 
percent to 46 percent), 
outrebounded (37-25), outhustled 
and over-all outplayed their 
counterparts, leading by as much 
as 13 in the first half. 
Northern showed why they are 
at the top of the league by refusing 
to give up, and when Eric Hepker 
picked up his fourth foul early in 
the second half, they got their 
chance. 
The Wolves tallied nine of the 
next 11 points, and suddenly they 
were within two. They took the 
lead for the first time, 65-64, with 
seven and a half minutes to play. 
The lead see-sawed back and 
fourth the rest of the way, with 
Bruce Moe came away with his 
second consecutive 150-pound title 
to lead the Winona State wrestling 
team to a third place finish in the 
MC Tournament held Saturday at 
Southwest State in Marshall. 
UM-Morris pocketed the team 
championship with 63% points, 
Southwest State was second with 
50 3/4 points, and the Warriors were 
third with 49 1/4 . 
Moe, the senior from Caledonia, 
won two superior decisions before 
beating Greg Gerdes on Bemidji 
State 8-6 in the finals. to gain the 
championship. Moe and Gerdes 
tied earlier in the season in a dual 
meet match. 
Along with winning the 150-
pound championship, Moe was also 
awarded the Outstanding Wrestler 
in the Conference honor, the first  
both teams trading baskets. The 
one-point lead changed hands 11 
times in all. 
Trailing by a point, Hepker sank 
a turnaround jumper from the lane 
with just 35 seconds remaining, 
and the Warriors led 74-73. 
Winona State forced Scott 
Bosanko, who scored 18 points, into 
taking a 20-footer with seven 
seconds showing on the clock. The 
shot was off target, and so was a 
tip-in attempt. But Kevin King 
managed to tip it again, and this 
time the ball fell through as the 
buzzer sounded. 
"We played a helluva ball game," 
said a frustrated Nauman, whose 
team has dropped eleven of the last 
twelve games. "Our defense was 
much better than it was at their 
place. They got very few points 
inside tonight." 
Gary Crouse led Winona in 
scoring with 15 points, and Mike 
Divilbiss came off the bench to 
score 14, missing only two of eight 
shots. Hepker also had 14, shooting 
six for nine from the field and 
pulling down 12 rebounds. 
"We've played the number one 
and number two teams in the NIC 
the last two nights to a standstill," 
WSU wrestler in many years to 
win the award. He currently has a 
26-3-2 record. 
The Warriors also had four other 
said Nauman. "What more could 
you ask?" 
In Friday night's 85-77 loss to 
Moorhead State, Winona once 
again led most of the way before' 
running out of steam in the second 
half. 
Crouse 	seemed 	to 	be 
everywhere in the first half, 
canning ten of 14 shots from all 
over the court. Hepker scored 23 
points and outrebounded the 
leading rebounder in Division II in 
the nation , Walt Whitaker. 
However, Hepker was held 
scoreless for the last 13 minutes, 
and the Warrior offense visibly 
suffered. 
WSU lost the lead for good when 
Moorhead scored 10 of 14 points 
with under five minutes to play. 
Two free throws by Crouse, who 
had a total of 28 points, made it 74-
71, and they could get no closer. 
Winona State began the week 
slowly Monday against Southwest. 
Although the game was tied seven 
times in the first half, Winona 
never led. 
Southwest's biggest lead was at 
48-35 when the Warriors took 
charge, reeling off 11 unanswered 
Continued on page 12 
wrestlers who placed in their 
weight class. 
Gary Rucinski finished second at 
134. The sophomore lost to Jim 
Gilmore of Bemidji 6-3 in the finals. 
Sophomore Greg Woosencraft, 
wrestling at 142, also placed second 
for the Warriors, losing only to 
Mankato State's Rick Kellar 8-4 in 
the finals. 
In the 190-pound class, junior 
Brian Ryan lost a disputed decision 
in the finals to Southwest State's 
Dan Lee by a 5-3 score. 
"That was some of the worst 
officiating that I've seen," WSU 
coach Tom Eitter said about the 
190-pound match. "That was the 
difference between second and 
third place in the team standings." 
Larry Herm, wrestling at 158, 
Continued on page 11 
NIC Standings 
Conf. 	O'All 
W L 	W L 
Moorhead State 	• 10 3 15 6 
Northern State 10 4 	18 6 
Southwest State 	8 4 	12 11 
UM-Duluth 	 8 6 	• 17 7 
Mankato State 7 5 	12 11 
St. Cloud State 	7 	5 	12 11 
UM-Morris 	 7 7 	11 12 
WINONA STATE 	1 12 8 16 
Bemidji State 	 0 13 	1 21 
Last week's scores: 
Southwest State 78, WINONA STATE 76 
Northern State 95, Valley City State 85 
St. Cloud State 74, Bemidji State 64 
UM-Duluth 84, Southwest State 69 
Mankato State 74, Northern State 67 
Moorhead State 85, WINONA STATE 77 
Southwest State 76, UM-Morris 70 
Moorhead State 75, Mankato State 74 
Northern State 75, WINONA STATE 74 
St. Cloud State 76, UM-Duluth 70 
Moe claims 150-pound title; 
grapplers third in MC Tourne 
Jane Chapman goes through a stunt on her winning beam routine that 
helped to propel the gymnastics team to a triangular meet win last 
Wednesday night at New Memorial Hall. (Photo by Dan Day) 
6 
/WO& 
STANDARD; 
Huff 8 Bolloview Sts. Winona 	452-3559 
TIRE SALE 
ATLAS CUSHIONAIRE 
Tread Depth 11132na 
Unbelievable Prices!!! 
*CASH AND CARRY* 
AMOCO RADIAL CXV 
Tread Depth 10/32nd 
P155/80 R13 	 $31.02 
P165/80 R13 $35.00 
P185/75 R13; BR 78-13 	 $34.56 
P185/75 R14; CR 78-14 $37.73 
P195/75 R14; ER 78-14 	 $39.80 
P205/75 R14; FR 78.14 $42.27 
P215/75 R14; GR 78-14 	 $43.40 
P225/75 R14; HR 78-14 $47.03 
P205/75 R15; FR 78-15 	 $44.21. 
P215/75 R15; GR 78-15 $45.37 
P225/75 R15; HR 78.15 	 $48.35 
P235/75 R15; LR 78-15 $50.40 
1- $5.00 Mounting & Balancing 
+ Minnesota and Federal Tax 
600x12 	  $22.59 
A78x13  $22.67 
B78-13 	  $25.66 
C78-13 $27.42 
B78-14 	 $26.66 
C78.14 $27.53 
E78.14 	 $29.54 
F78-14 $30.62 
G78-14 $30.90 
H78.14 	 $34.26 
560x15 $28.02 
600x15L 	 $27.07 
F78-15 	 $29.70 
G78-15 $32.35 
H 78-15 $35.03 
J78-15 	 $35.66 
L78.15  $36.95 
ALL SALES ARE CASH OR STANDARD OIL CREDIT CARD 
6 6 Amoral. 
STANDARD 
COUPON GOOD THRU FEB. 28, 1981 
[P411111EPS3 
1415 Service Drive, Winona 	I 
MI ft. 	 die- No 	nomme 	No IN am mu NI 
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Chapman leads gymnasts to 
victory in triangular meet 
by Jim Kohner 
Jane Chapman took things into 
her own hands in Winona State's 
triangular meet win over the 
College of St. Catherine's and 
Northern Iowa in a gymnastics 
meet held last Wednesday at New 
Memorial Hall. 
Chapman, a junior from Cottage 
Grove, won three events and her 
first collegiate all-around title to 
pace the Warriors to the win. WSU 
had 130.45 points, St. Catherine's 
had 101, and Northern Iowa, 
participating with only two 
gymnasts, had 57.3. 
The point total was the best score 
the gymnastics team has had so far 
this season, but coach Steve Juaire 
is still looking for a much better 
score from his team. 
"We looked good on the bars, but 
we had a lot of falls on that one 
move," Juaire said. "We needed 
that score, but now we have to be 
consistent." 
"We stunk on the beam again," 
Juaire commented. The gymnasts 
fell off the beam 11 times during  
their routines. "I've been pushing 
the girls on the beam. We just have 
to be patient and relax during our 
beam routines." 
Chapman sat back and watch 
teammates Kasey Carlstrom and 
Silvia Ponce both take a nasty fall 
on a simular move on the bars. It 
didn't seem to bother her at all as 
she put on the best routine of the 
night as she won the bars 
competition with a mark of 9.10. 
Carlstrom's fall on the bars 
forced her to sit out the floor 
exercise routine. 
"Kasey was a little dizzy after 
that fall," Juaire said. "She then 
missed a couple of moves on her 
beam routine, so I had to sit her 
out. She's to valuable to this team 
and we already had the meet 
wrapped up." 
So without their best all-around, 
Chapman picked up the slack as 
she won the beam competition with 
a mark of 8.15 and the floor 
exercise with a score of 8.1. She 
also won the all-around with a 
score of 33.45. 
Ponce won the vault with a score 
of 8.5, and teammates Jill Peterson 
and Carole Granning tied for 
second on the vault with scores of 
8.4. 
Carlstrom and Ponce, despite 
their bad falls, placed second and 
third respectively on the bars. 
Carlstrom had a score of 8.55 and 
Ponce had a 8.3. 
Granning placed second on both 
the beam and the floor exercise. 
She had a score of 8.1 on the beam 
and a mark of 8.0 on the floor. 
Granning was also second in the all-
around with a 32.30 mark, and 
Ponce was third with a score of 
31.55. 
"We're going to need more 
consistency if we are going to win 
the regionals this year," Juaire 
stated. "We can't have all those 
falls." 
The meet last Wednesday was 
the last home meet of the season 
for the gymnastics team. 
They will travel to Mankato this 
Saturday for the State University 
Invitational, then take three weeks 
off to prepare to defend their 
Region 6 title, which will be held 
March 13-14 at Topeka, Kansas. 
Men's track team begins indoor season on Saturday 
by Jim Kohner 
The 1981 edition of the Winona 
State men's indoor track season 
will get underway this Saturday as 
the men tracksters travel to 
Oshkosh, Wis., to take part in the 
Titan Open. 
Coach Bob Keister has about 30 
men out for this year's team, which 
includes eight returning lettermen. 
The main concern of Keister this 
year is to find someone to replace 
the shoes of Tony Schiller, who 
scored a majority of the points for 
the Warriors last year in meets. 
Schiller was a NCAA Division II 
All American last year with his 
fifth place finish in the 
steeplechase in the national meet. 
"We have 15 to 20 kids this year 
who really want to accomplish 
something," Keister said about this 
year's team. "They are the type of 
kids who do a lot of running on  
their own." 
Back from last year's team 
includes John Strike in the sprints, 
Joel Kiekbusch in the 880 and mile 
relay, Bill Baker in the distance 
events, Pete Sazama in the 880, 
Norvil Myatt in the steeplechase 
and hurdles, Todd Vollstedt in the 
distance events, Bill Harland in the 
880 and mile relay, and Jim Wolter 
in the pole vault. 
Mike Parker and Brian Hoff, 
both freshmen, should give the 
Warriors some added strength in 
the half mile run. Both Parker and 
Hoff broke the two-minute mark in 
the half in high school. 
Other freshmen that should 
boost the Warrior success this 
season are Rick Stein in the 
hurdles and steeplechase. Bob 
Worner should give the Warriors 
some help in the pole vault. 
Worner recently went 13'6" in a 
practice vault. 
Joel Harshaw, who has long 
jumped 21 feet in practice, will add 
some strength in the triple jump 
and long jump, and Brian Guillette 
should bring some needed strength 
Bob Keister 
in the shot put. 
"We have several other kids who 
are still unknown for us because we 
haven't seen them compete yet," 
Keister said. "We are getting a lot 
of hard work out of the kids. I think 
we have better quality kids this 
year then we've had in the past." 
Keister thinks the strength of 
the team this year will be in the 
middle distance races, the 440 and 
880, as well as the mile relay. 
"This is the best half mile core 
that I've ever had," Keister said. 
"We have four kids (Harland, 
Kiekbusch, Hoff, and Parker) who 
have all run the half mile under 
two minutes." 
As far as where the Warriors 
will finish in the conference race 
this year, Keister said that is hard 
to say. "And I really don't care 
where we finish," Keister stated. "I 
just want to find out how much our  
kids improve." 
"We just can't compete with 
Moorhead, Mankato and St. Cloud 
because they have so much depth," 
Keister went on to say. "They have 
the facilities and the scholarship 
athletes, which we don't." 
"But I do know that we'll be an 
improved team this yar," Keister 
concluded. "We'll have better 
times. A lot will depend on the 
amount of pride the kids have. And 
I think our kids have a lot of pride." 
The men's indoor track schedule 
is not complete as of yet. The only 
other meet they have planned 
right now is the NIC Indoor 
Conference Meet, which will be 
held on February 28 in Mankato. 
LOST: A pair of glasses in a blue 
and gold case. If found, call Judy 
Nelson-Hall at 452-9663. 
#'" COUPON - ••••"-N 
SAVE 
OFF AGROUND ROUNDER 
OR GROUND ROUNDER PLATTER 
Bring this coupon with you and 
get 50cc off any Ground Rounder 
(except Ground Rounder, Jr.) 
One coupon per person per meal 
Schedule of Events 
Date Event Site Time 
Feb. 20 Wrestling at Midwest Parkside, WI All Day 
Regional Tournament 
Feb. 21 Men's basketball vs. New Memorial Hall 7:30 
St. Cloud State 
Feb. 21 Gymnastics at State Mankato 10:00 
University Invitational 
Feb. 21 Women's track at LaCrosse Noon 
UW-LaCrosse Invitational 
Feb. 21 Women's basketball 
vs. Southwest State 
Marshall 4:00 
Feb. 21 Men's track at Oshkosh, WI 10:00 
Titan Open 
Baggies 
by Blaze 
* Denim 
* White 
*Lilac 
Casual Towne 
454-6061 .  
74 On The Plaza 
SAGE BRUSH 
"COUNTRY SPECIALS RETURN TO LaCROSSE" 
Monday, February 23 
THE 
DILLMAN BAND 
"THE MIDWESTS FINEST COUNTRY ROCKIN' SHOW' 
r 	LaCROSSEI 
Monday, February 16 to 
Saturday, February 21 
WINONA 
Thursday, February 19 thru 
Saturday, February 21 
CHAMELEON 
"MIDWESTS HOT ROCK RETURNS TO WINONA" 
Tuesday, February 24 
DAREFORCE 
"ENLIST IN THE ROCK & ROLL AIR FORCE" 
	 I 
LaCROSSE Drink Specials WINONA 
Monday 	 Mug Nite 
Tuesday 2 for 1 
Wednesday 	 Mug Nite 
Thursday 	 Beer Special 
Guys 	 8:30 - 10:00 
Ladies 	 No Cover Charge 
Friday  Happy Hour 
6:00 to 8:30 
Monday 	 Mug Nite 
(in the Nasty Habit) 
Tuesday 	 2 for 1 
Wednesday Mug Nite 
&Cheap Drinks from 	 8 - 9 
Thursday 	Beer-Champagne Special 
Girls — No cover - Champagne cheap 
Guys — Beer-Special-all you can drink.8:30-10:00 
Friday 	 Happy Hour 
7:00 to 8:30 
Free Cover every night from 7:00 - 8:00 
	
m 41 0 41 0 41 40 41 41 41•41•41 41 41 41 41 41 40 41 41 41 	4/ 41 41 	41 41 41 ID 41 41 41 41 	41 ID 41 41 41 41 41 41 41, 
• • • 
SPAGHETTI 	• • • 
"Better than Mama's" 	
• 
• • • • 
• 9 	- • 
• • .4 -:: 
r 
4 -1k, a;-- „A ammy s Pizza • • • • 
• •4‘.. 	 • 411, • 2nd & Johnson Sts. - Across from the M.Q. • 
• • 
• 454-3403 	• • 
• 41 el 41 41 41 41 40 41 41 ID 0 ID 41 0 41 41 41 41 41 0 ID 41 0 41 41 41 41 0 41 41 41 0 ID 4D 41 41 0 41 0 41 41 0 41 41 ID 444 
• • • • • • • • • • FAST HOT DELIVERY 
• • 
was so good from all spots on the 
floor that any zone defense was 
difficult to work properly. This 
forced the Warriors to go with a 
man-to-man defense. 
Sherman said that the errors 
committed by her team were 
mental errors rather than physical. 
"I felt we got shook a few times. 
We tend to make mistakes in a 
series rather than recovering after 
just one," she said. 
Sue Miesfeldt led the Warriors 
with 18 points. Sheri Boettcher 
was top rebounder, pulling 10 off 
the boards. 
The Warriors last home game 
will be Thursday when they take 
on the College of St. Thomas. The 
squad will wind up its season on 
Saturday when they travel to 
Marshall, Minn. to face Southwest 
State University. 
played fourth in his class. 
"Larry did a heck of a job for us," 
Eitter said. "Considering we only 
had seven wrestlers and everyone 
else had 10, I'm real happy with our 
finish. .If we would have had Jeff 
Twing at heavyweight, he would 
have placed and we would have 
easily placed second." 
The wrestling team will compete 
in the Midwest Regionals this 
Friday • at the University of 
Wisconsin-Parkside. If any of the 
wrestlers qualify for the national 
meet, that will be Feb. 28-March 1 
at the University of California-
Davis. 
UI 
BUY ONE SPECIALTY SANDWICH I 
AND RECEIVE ONE FREE LARGE 
BEVERAGE (COKE, DR. PEPPER, ETC. 
BINGER Please present this coupon before order- 1 
ing. Limit one coupon per customer. Void I I KIN where prohibited by law. This offer I 
expires March 15,1981. 
I 	
Good only at Winona. 
7.•11111111111••••rn SWIM= • SEIM= MEM= 
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Women cagers lose twogames 
by Sharon Steinhoff 	 by 26 turnovers in the game. 
The Warriors were beaten by 
Things continued to go the the Katies by a score of 69-64. The 
wrong way for the Winona State game was closer than that score 
women's basketball team as they indicated, however. 
lost two more games last week. 	Midway through the first half 
On Wednesday, the Warrior the Katies had a 21-14 lead. They 
women lost to St. Catherine, and stretched that lead to 27-14 before 
on Saturday afternoon, they the Warriors could react. But the 
suffered their worst defeat of the local squad came back to within 
season, a 96-37 loss to UM-Morris. two points before the halftime 
The two losses leaves the women break. 
cagers with a 0-6 record in the 	The second half was a tight one, 
Northern Sun Conference and a 2- with the lead changing hands a half 
15 overall record. 	 dozen times before the final buzzer. 
"Turnovers played a very The Warriors had a five-point lead 
important part in the game," said at one time, but couldn't hang on to 
WSU Women's basketball coach it because of fouls and turnovers. 
Pat Sherman following their loss to Nancy Ceplecha of St. 
the College of St. Catherine on Catherine's scored 28 points for the 
Wednesday. The team was plagued Katies. Sherman said her shooting 
1;:11/r  aLLeyfaliq 
Talent Search '81 Live Shows  
WANTED 
• Musicians 	 • Performers 
• Specially Acts 	• Singers 
• Entertainers of all types 
Over 30 Employment Opportunities 
for Live Shows 
AUDITIONS 
Saturday, March 7th & Sunday, March 8th 
Leamington Hotel 
1014 3rd Avenue South 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 
Registration 12:30 pm 
For further information contact 
Valleyfair - Live Shows 
One Valleyfair Drive 
Shakopee, MN 55379 
612/445-7600 
Wrestling 
Continued from page 9 
WSU Athlete of the Week 
This week's WSU Athlete of 
the Week is men's basketball 
player Gary Crouse, who was the 
main culprit as Winona State 
almost upset the top three teams 
in the conference last week. 
Crouse scored 28 points against 
Moorhead last Friday night, with 
22 coming in the first half. He also 
had three assists and four steals 
as he almost single-handedly kept 
the Warriors in the game in the 
first half. 
The following night against 
Northern, Crouse penetrated for 
15 points, along with four assists 
and three steals. And he stole the 
ball from Southwest five times 
Monday night, tallying 12 points. 
Crouse, a 6' sophomore guard 
from El Paso, Texas, leads the 
team in assists with 73. He is also 
averaging 9.4 points per game. 
"He played his best games of 
the season for us last weekend," 
said head coach Jerry Nauman. 
"Gary plays with a great deal of 
intensity, and he makes a lot of 
things happen." 
"He has the capabilities," 
complemented Nauman, "of 
becoming a very outstanding 
point-guard." 
Gary Crouse 
AT THE BOOKSTORE 
Winter Quarter 
Book Buy Dates 
February 25-26-27 
BUYERS HOURS 
WEDNESDAY 
8:30 to 4 PM 
THURSDAY 
8:30 to 4 PM 
FRIDAY 
8:30 to 2 PM 
Bring in all books you no longer need, 
paperbacks and hardcover. 
Page 12 
Men's basketball 
Continued from page 9 
points in less than two minutes. 
Jaye McGruder hit a 20-footer, 
made a lay-up and a free throw to 
convert a three-point play, fed 
Crouse for a lay-up and then 
swished another basket. Crouse 
drove in for another lay-up, and the 
Mustangs lead was cut to two. 
Winona State tied it three more 
times, but couldn't pull ahead. 
The Warriors looked as 
aggressive defensively as they 
have been all season, forcing 
Southwest into committing 26 
turnovers. The Warriors stole the 
ball 18 times, with Crouse and 
McGruder accounting for five 
steals apiece. 
Winona State's over-all record 
falls to 8-16 and their conference 
mark goes to 1-12. But if the 
Warriors could have gotten some 
breaks, their record would look a 
lot different. "That's two games we 
have lost to them (Southwest) by 
two points, and a three-point loss 
to St. Thomas," declared Nauman. 
"We have to have the confidence 
that we can win," he continued. 
"We are aware now that we can 
play good, intense basketball. If 
these kids continue to play like this 
sometime they're going to be 
rewarded." 
The WSU cagers have to be 
wondering when that sometime 
will come. They have three games 
remaining, and will host St. Cloud 
State this Saturday at 7:30. 
ILL PHOTO 
Winona, MN 410 Center St. 
Washingtons 
Birthday 
Sale 
Thursday•Friday•Saturday 
Feb. 19, 20, 21 
February 18, 1981 . 
"One block east of Main between 8th and 9th" 
Winona's First Color Film Developing Lab 
• NEXT DAY SERVICE ON • 
	
Kodacolor II Film 	 Color Reprints 
110, 126, And 135 Size 	Standard Size 
PROMPT SERVICE ALL OTHER 
	
Super Fast Service On 
FILMS AND ENLARGEMENTS 
	
Developing Only [C41 Process] 
MON THRU FRI 8:00 AM-5:30 PM 
SAT 9:00 AM-3:00 PM 
	 452-1058 
jai VOKOCW 	W009401 
CORNER 3RD & MAIN DOWNTOWN WINONA 
Men Dept. (Select Groups) 
• Sweaters - 60% Off 
• Coats - 50-60% Off 
• Separates - 50-60% Off 
• Dress Slacks 50.75% Off 
• Robes 50% Off 
• Sweater Shirts - 5 899 
• Velour Shirts - 5 1299 
• Tall Mens Shirts - 50% Off 
• Tall Mens Sweaters - 50% Off 
• Corduroy Suits - $3900 
• Sport Coats - 50% Off 
• Suits - 50% Off 
• Leather Coats - 1/3 Off 
• Cord Jeans - 50% Off 
• Velour Tops - 60% Off 
• Robes - 50% Off 
• Blouses - 60% Off 
• Coats - 50% Off 
• Sportswear - 75% Off 
51resjor mex, WOPNCIA awl clIdclren 
69 PLAZA WEST 
DOWNTOWN WINONA 
• Fashion Western Boots 60 0/0 • Winter Shoes & Sandals 
• Entire Stock - Snow Boots 	Off 
• Slippers - Men - Women - Children 
• Casual Shoes 
• Childrens - Clogs - Casual & Dress Shoes 
One Table 
Womens Shoes 
$7" A Pair 
Values to $44.00 
• Sweaters - 60% Off 
• Coordinates - 75% Off 
• Wally Pants - 5 1399 
• Lee Painters - S18 99 
• Sweaters - 5 299 /ea. 
• Dresses - 75% Off 
	—Womens Dept. (Select Groups) 
Cherry Piej 
22( With a 
Purchase 
Beginning Friday 
